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Why we care about the Sun

We live in the Sun’s extended atmosphere.

It has “space weather” in the form of variations in the solar wind – a 
continuous very sparse flow of plasma leaving the Sun at 400km/s

Space Weather is a sequence of events caused by erupting and canceling 
magnetic fields in the Sun’s atmosphere.  In order, this consists of:

• x-rays and EUV radiation,  ionospheric changes – in minutes,  
communication blackouts, GPS errors; 

• High energy particle streams, in hours, satellite radiation damage,
astronaut danger 

• Solar wind compressing the Earth’s magnetosphere in 50-80 hours 
geomagnetic disturbances which cause  power outages, etc.

• Interplanetary magnetic field reconnection with the Earth’s field 
particles streaming up the geomagnetic tail making aurora



The solar events driving this chain of events may or may not be earth 
directed, the magnetic field carried in the solar wind may or may not be 
directed Earth southward so it can reconnect.

The sun produces more of these events, called Coronal Mass 
Ejections and solar flares, in some years and fewer in other years in a 
roughly 11 year cycle.

A CME is about a gigaton of mostly hydrogen and helium – the stuff of 
the Sun, moving at 500 km/s

We are now at the maximum of what we call cycle 24.

Since we are more and more dependent on complex technological 
systems these events matter more than in the past.

When we begin to venture into long space voyages, it will matter more 
to know what is happening, do not set sail without knowing the 
weather. If we to continue our technology based economy, it is also a 
good idea to know what the weather will be.





The Sun-Earth Space-Weather Phenomena
Need to be Studied as a System

Variability that affects the Earth starts at the Sun.  
It is driven by changing magnetic fields that themselves are driven by 
motions in the Sun’s interior
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AIA
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But, this is the static Sun,
What SDO gives us is a new dynamic view

Changing magnetic fields cause flares and coronal mass 
ejections.

There are solar storms affecting the Earth several times 
each month.  

Most are not very large, but some are.



HMI Vector Field Observations
Flare event Feb 14 2011





SDO/AIA 171Ǻ (17.1 nm) 5-days in October 2011



• We are now near solar maximum activity
• The activity in the north peaked last year
• The south is peaking probably now
• The past few weeks have been active
• Examples below from past 2 weeks

• Start with near Earth observations
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GOES-12 weather 
satellite – detects X-rays 

directly from Sun

SID indications of solar flares 
affecting the Earth’s ionosphere
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Solar Flare Detection
(multiple sites)

M2.8 class solar flare on 1 June 2007

Note that 2 sites picked up the flare as a decrease, rather than
increase, in signal strength.  This is due to destructive 

interference of the VLF waves.

7 sites picked up this flare



HMI Continuum Proxy 
5 Nov 2013 until 13 Nov 2013 20 UT



Line-of-Sight Magnetic field
5 Nov 2013 until 13 Nov 2013 20 UT



HMI Vector Field, from top to bottom,
Bz, By, Bx Br, -Btheta, Bphi)



AIA 171A Close-up of 5 Nov X3 Flare



SOHO/LASCO C2 coronagraph
13 Nov 2013



SOHO/LASCO C2 and C3 coronagraphs
13 Nov 2013



Solar Wind Speed and IMF Polarity Inferred from Magnetograms 



Observed Solar Field, Inferred Coronal Holes & Field, and Solar Wind Speed
Stanford WSO on left,                                NSO/GONG on right
Different dates.



WSA-Enlil Solar Wind Model



We think we know how a CME is formed.

Animations from GSFC based on best understanding

Step 1: Active region emerges

Step 2: Field complexity leads to instability

Step 3: CME launched

Step 4: Possible impact on Earth environment



Cartoon of Coronal Mass Ejection - CME

A sunspot region is 
formed where 
magnetic loops 
emerge through the 
visible layer of the 
Sun.

When more field 
emerges it reconnects 
with earlier fields and 
releases the magnetic 
energy.

The magnetic energy 
heats the corona and 
the coronal material 
leaves the Sun.



CME Cartoon – NASA-GSFC

If the coronal material is moving to the Earth it pushes the Earth’s 
magnetic field and reconnects with it in the Geomagnetic tail. The 
resulting energy accelerates particles that follow the field back 
down into the polar atmosphere – making aurora.



But where does the active region come 
from?

HMI gives us better tools to probe beneath 
the photosphere with helioseismology.



HMI
“Dopplergram”

Image of motion
of the layer that 
the light comes 
from

Dark=moving to 
you

Light=moving 
away



Helioseismology – What Is It?

These waves are refracted upward by 
the temperature gradient and reflected 
inward by the drop in density at the 
surface

The travel times of these waves 
depends on the temperature, 
composition, motion, and magnetic 
fields in the interior. 

The visible surface moves when the 
waves are reflected enabling their 
frequency, phase, and amplitude to be 
measured.

Helioseismology is the study of solar interior by analysis of the 
propagation of sound waves through the Sun’s interior. 
The Sun is filled with acoustic waves with periods near five minutes.

Analysis of travel times over a 
multitude of paths enables inference of internal conditions.



With helioseismology we can measure global properties 
of the Sun’s interior, e.g. rotation and sound speed

Rotation rate, red faster,
blue slower.

Sound speed difference from 
standard model of Sun.  Red means 
Sun is “hotter” than expected by 
0.2% at that depth.



With helioseismology we can also measure local 
area, near surface properties.

16 Mm under sunspot

Arrows show flows
Blue is cooler than average
Red is faster waves



With helioseismology we can “see” the back side of the Sun

Whole Earth
Sunny-side and far side

Whole Sun
Earth-side and far side



Very recently we have learned how to see an active 
region 2 days before it emerges, in November 2003.

Result from Stathis Ilonidis et al. published in Science, 
19 August 2011.  Data from SOHO/MDI



Frank Olsen from Sortland, 
Norway , Oct. 31, 2012
As shown at 
spaceweather.com
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Helioseismology - 2
The wave reflections result 
in oscillations of the surface.  

These motions are a few 
hundred m/s and are 
superimposed on the 1500 
m/s granulation, the 400 m/s
supergranulation, the 2000 
m/s solar rotation and the 
observers motion. 

Measurements must be 
often enough to resolve 
these 5-minute oscillations 
(45 to 60 seconds).

Sequences must be long enough to resolve phase and frequency yet short 
enough to sample the evolving structures.

Lighter is motion into Sun, darker
is upward motion



HMI consists of a telescope, tunable filter, 
camera, and necessary electronics. 

HMI images the Sun in four polarizations at 
six wavelengths across a spectral line. 

The position of the line tells us the velocity 
while the shape changes of the line in 
different polarizations tell us the magnetic 
field direction and strength in the part of the 
Sun’s surface seen by each pixel.

Long gap-free sequences of velocity 
measurements are needed to use the 
techniques of helioseismology.

HMI – How It Works

6169 6172 6175 6178

Measure Here



Instrument Overview – Optical Path

Optical Characteristics:
Focal Length: 495 cm
Focal Ration: f/35.2
Final Image Scale: 24μm/arc-sec

Filter Characteristics:
Central Wave Length: 613.7 nm
Bandwidth: 0.0076 nm
Tunable Range: 0.05 nm
Free Spectral Range: 0.0688 nm

Camera Characteristics:
Format: 4096x4096 pixels
Pixels: 12μ
Exposure: 150ms
Read time: 2-sec



HMI Optics Package

OP Structure

Telescope

Front Window

Front Door

Vents

Support Legs (6)

Polarization Selector
Focus/Calibration Wheels

Active Mirror
Limb B/S

Alignment Mech

Oven Structure

Michelson Interf.

Lyot Filter

Shutters

Connector Panel

Camera
Electronics

CCD Detector
(Vector)

Fold MirrorFocal Plane B/S

Mechanical Characteristics:
Box: 0.84 x 0.55 x 0.16 m
Over All: 1.19 x 0.83 x 0.29 m
Mass: 39.25 kg

Y
X

CCD Detector
(Doppler)

Limb Sensor

Z



HMI – Inside the Box

HMI obtains 32 16-megapixel images each minute



HMI Data Products and Objectives

Magnetic Shear

Tachocline

Differential Rotation

Meridional Circulation

Near-Surface Shear Layer

Activity Complexes

Active Regions

Sunspots

Irradiance Variations

Flare Magnetic Configuration

Flux Emergence

Magnetic Carpet

Coronal energetics

Large-scale Coronal Fields

Solar Wind

Far-side Activity Evolution

Predicting A-R Emergence

IMF Bs Events

Brightness Images

Global
Helioseismology

Processing

Local 
Helioseismology 

Processing

Version 1.0w

Filtergrams

Line-of-sight
Magnetograms

Vector 
Magnetograms

Doppler
Velocity

Continuum
Brightness

Line-of-Sight
Magnetic Field Maps

Coronal magnetic
Field Extrapolations

Coronal and
Solar wind models

Far-side activity index

Deep-focus v and cs
maps (0-200Mm)

High-resolution v and cs
maps (0-30Mm)

Carrington synoptic v and cs
maps (0-30Mm)

Full-disk velocity, v(r,Θ,Φ),
And sound speed, cs(r,Θ,Φ),

Maps (0-30Mm)

Internal sound speed,
cs(r,Θ) (0<r<R)

Internal rotation Ω(r,Θ)
(0<r<R)

Vector Magnetic
Field Maps

Science ObjectiveData ProductProcessing

Observables

HMI Data



HMI and AIA JSOC Architecture

Science Team
Forecast Centers

EPO
Public

Catalog

Primary 
Archive

MOCDDS

Redundant 
Data 

Capture 
System

12-Day
Archive

Offsite
Archive

Offline
Archive

HMI JSOC Pipeline 
Processing System

Data
Export
& Web
Service

JSOC-SDP

LMSAL

High-Level
Data Import

AIA 
Analysis
System

Local 
Archive

HMI & AIA
Operations

House-
keeping

Database

Quicklook
Viewing

housekeeping GSFCWhite Sands

World

JSOC-IOC

Stanford

JSOC-AVC



HMI/AIA JSOC - (Joint Science & Operations Center)

•Data Capture from SDO ground system
•Archive of telemetry and processed data
•Distribution to team and exports to all users
•HMI and AIA processing to “level-1”
•HMI higher level science data products

•Presently archiving ~ 2,000TB/yr
•Metadata stored in PostgreSQL database
•Image data is stored online and on tape (LTO-4)
•“Pipeline” processing system to generate standard 
products
•Special products computed automatically “on demand”


